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Abstract—Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) appear to be of paramount importance due to their increasing use on critical infrastructure. New challenges have occurred because of the nature and the complexity of such systems in supporting heterogeneous physical and cyber components simultaneously. Failures or attacks on system components decrease system reliability creating severe consequences to CPS and the attached applications. The construction of complex CPS with respect to security and dependability (S&D) properties is necessary to avoid system vulnerabilities at design level. Design patterns are solutions for reusable designs and interactions of objects. In this work we present a pattern-based language for designing CPS able to guarantee S&D properties. The first set of S&D patterns includes the Reliability Component Composition (RCC) Patterns for designing reliable CPS. RCC patterns are encoded in Drools, which is a rule-based reasoning system. To evaluate our approach, we use RCC patterns as a methodology for designing a reliable wireless sensor network attached to a physical architecture to send monitored data to a central controller through relay nodes and paths.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Critical infrastructures such as water and gas distribution networks, power grids, etc. constitute complex Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) which reliable, safe and secure operation is of paramount importance for daily activities at both national and international level. Government reports such as [1] indicate the growing threats and the clear danger of escalation in the number and the level of sophistication of cyber-physical attacks on CPS which comprise the nerve system of critical infrastructures. For instance, in critical sectors of urban and rural areas such as water distribution and irrigation networks, the quantity of water loss corresponds to more than 50\% of the total irrigated water. The existence of old, obsolescent and unprotected systems, malfunctioning and broken pipelines, the danger of physical attacks, water steal and sabotage may be the cause of such losses. Furthermore, cyber-attacks on remote monitored and managed CPS add new security and safety threats, and consequently energy and economic losses.

The term of CPS is used to describe integrations of computation, networking and physical processes [2]. CPS consist of the physical and the cyber part which are able to handle physical and cyber quantities respectively. The physical part of a CPS includes components such as physical plant, sensors and actuators. The cyber part contains communication and process components. The main characteristics of CPS are: (a) the type of process which is needed to be monitored or controlled and (b) the network of intelligent devices that interconnect with a control system. CPS are currently used in electric power generation, transmission and distribution, monitoring systems, water systems, environments, manufacturing, traffic signals, and mass transport [3]. CPS design encounters difficulties because of the nature of the systems, which are time-critical, embedded, fault tolerant, distributed, intelligent and heterogeneous. Research related to CPS focuses on specification analysis, design, verification, and validation of systems that include hardware, software, data, personnel, procedures, and facilities. At design level, the validation and the verification methods for developing Secure and Dependable (S&D) CPS constitutes a critical procedure. The concept of security and dependability should be established on the design phase of such systems.

The purpose of this work is the development of a pattern-based approach for the design of CPS. The main contribution of the approach is that encodes designs of CPS, which are proven to satisfy S&D properties, as CPS design patterns. These patterns can then be used by developers of CPS systems, not necessarily experts in dependability and security, in order to: (a) create designs of their systems in ways guaranteed to satisfy S&D properties, (b) verify if existing designs of CPS systems satisfy required S&D properties and (c) adapt CPS systems at runtime, if necessary, by replacing components in ways that are consistent with and driven by the patterns and, therefore, are guaranteed to satisfy given S&D properties. Based on this approach, we define a first set of CPS patterns with respect to dependability, such as reliability, as a critical attribute of S&D for designing reliable system architectures and networks. Reliability Component Composition (RCC) patterns are expressed in Drools, an engine that enables reasoning driven by production rules [4] which are usually used for business management, software development and service oriented architectures but they can be also applied adequately to the design of CPS architectures.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section II an overview of related work is presented. In section III, we give a reliability analysis of component composition
on system architectures. In section IV we introduce RCC patterns, a pattern-based approach for validating and designing reliable CPS. In section V, based on a described scenario, we evaluate RCC patterns for the design of monitoring CPS network architectures. Finally, section VI provides conclusions and future steps of our work.

II. RELATED WORK

The design of complex CPS has intrigued the research community and industry [5], [6]. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) [7] is used as an approach to design secure and dependable CPS [8]. Driven from software development methodology, MDE technologies combine domain-specific modeling languages such as GMF/EMF, UML/SysML or Modelica that can be used to analyze certain aspects of models and synthesize various types of artifacts such as source codes, simulation inputs XML, etc. The concept of component-based architecture composition is mainly applied on software components and service oriented architecture but it can be used successfully for designing CPS [9], [10]. Each component can be represented as a service and their correlation can be orchestrated by an orchestration engine. The importance of a semantic model for an effective orchestration of software and physical processes for the design of CPS is pointed out by [2]. Formal approaches and semantics for component-based modeling in CPS are analysed in [11].

Design Patterns are solutions for reusable designs and interactions of objects [12]. Security and dependability patterns are described in [13]. Even though patterns have been mainly applied on software development, the method can be used satisfactorily for the component composition of systems such as CPS [14]. Security patterns, for service compositions based on enabling reasoning engines such as Drools, are described in [15], [16]. In our approach instead of service composition, the concept of component compositions is proposed. Safety and reliability patterns are presented in [17]. The author describes a set of reliable patterns able to offer redundancy on data transmissions for real-time and embedded systems. Reliability appears to be of great importance for the design and the operation of complex CPS [18]. Approaches for designing reliable systems have been presented in works such as [19], [20]. Authors in [21] present formalized architectural patterns for designing reliable CPS that combine fault tolerant architectures with formal verification by developing model compositions in AADL. Reliability estimation through patterns is presented in [22]. The work provides a similar to our approach for estimating the reliability of web service components based on the workflow patterns [23]. However, in our patterns further to reliability estimation, the required reliability is also guaranteed.

III. COMPONENT COMPOSITIONS ANALYSIS

In order to design CPS architectures with respect to S&D, a model-based approach can be used adequately. The representation of CPS as a constitution of physical and cyber component compositions and flows is essential for the model-based design. Complex CPS can be defined as an integration of flows and components. As flows we may consider either the transport of physical quantities or the transmission of computed data. Moreover, the physical and cyber parts of CPS can represent the components of the system. Component-based engineering can be applied for the composition of physical and cyber subsystems of a CPS including also the connectivity between the different components. Flows on physical and cyber networks can be described as a composition of sequence, parallel-split, multi-choice and multi-merge workflows. S&D analysis of CPS includes whether attributes such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, reliability, safety and maintainability are preserved. The conditions depend on the respective S&D property which CPS guarantee.

More precisely for networks, we may consider a network as a component, and the composition of networks as a components composition. The devices included in a network such as gateways, wireless sensors can be defined as system components. But for a wireless link the following can be assumed: either a communication link can be characterized as a component having specific properties (propagation, length, interference, noise etc.) or a link can be a connector which connects two components i.e. two wireless sensors. The S&D properties are mainly related to the components which are included in this network. Since we cannot modify easily the medium such as a wireless link, in order to guarantee a security property of the system, the property should be satisfied at the output of the source and at the input of the sink. If those conditions are satisfied, the property shall be also guaranteed at the communication link. In the following sections, we present our approach based on a specific dependability property such as reliability which appears to be of great importance for the design and function of CPS.

A. Component Composition

The main idea is that the composition of subsystems can also compose new systems enhancing their inputs, outputs, properties and attributes. The composition of two atomic components $C_1$ and $C_2$ can be defined as $C = C_1 \circ C_2$ having as activity $A$ the composition of activities $A_1 \circ A_2$. On the other hand, we may substitute a system $C'$ with a composition of two objects $C'_1$ and $C'_2$ which will invoke and save actions. The generic substitution approach is that components can be replaced by compositions able to perform the same actions. This is mainly related to the type of component composition and flows, and it can be described adequately by workflows of process executions patterns [23]. More specifically, the sequence pattern defines that a process is enabled after the completion of a previous one. The pattern appears as the fundamental approach for building process blocks. The multi-choice pattern (OR-split) provides the execution of a process to be diverged into two or more branches. The parallel-split pattern (AND-split) processes and allows the parallel split into two or more branches. Finally, the multi-merge pattern merges distinct branches into a single branch. In Figure 1, the different
types of component compositions are depicted as workflow patterns.

Fig. 1. Component composition as workflow patterns: (a) sequence (b) multi-choice (c) parallel-split (d) multi-merge

B. Validation of Reliability in Compositions

The composition of two components which preserve a S&D property does not necessarily guarantee that the composition will also preserve the same property. In addition, if a composition guarantees the conditions of a S&D property, the atomic components may not preserve the property. In order to validate a S&D property, the reliability property is chosen as a critical condition for the design of complex CPS. Reliability is the ability of a system to perform a required function under stated conditions for a specified period of time [24]. It is an attribute of system dependability and it is also correlated with availability [25]. For hardware components, the property is usually provided by the manufacturer. This is calculated based on the complexity and the age of the component. A very important part of the component composition is the connectivity between the different components and it can be either wired or wireless. Reliability in networks is the probability of successful packet reception [26]. Different network topologies such as star, hierarchical/tree or mesh networks affect the reliability of the network and of the system respectively. Other factors which affect the reliability of a link are the transmission range of the signal strength, noise, fading effects, interference, modulation method, and frequency. Reliability of wireless links can be classified into two main categories the deterministic models and the probabilistic ones.

One of the most important issues for a system designer is to validate system reliability and identify the weakest components in order to replace, redesign and find alternative solutions. System reliability depends on component’s arrangements. The two basic arrangements which we are focused on are components in series and in parallel. Other arrangements can include parallel-series, k-out-of-n or non-series-parallel systems [19]. More specifically, for components in series, the reliability quickly decreases as the number of components increases. In a serial system a single failure results in entire assembly or system failure. The addition of new components in series decreases the reliability of system. Components in series may have arrangements either following the sequence or parallel-split workflow patterns. This occurs because a failure of a single component will result the failure of the system. Reliability of systems in series can be defined as follows:

Definition 1. Let \( C = \{C_1, C_2, ..., C_n\} \) be a number of components in series and \( R = \{R_1, R_2, ..., R_n\} \) be the reliability of each component, then the component composition \( C \) will have reliability equal to:

\[
R = \prod_{k=1}^{n} (R_k)
\]

In components in parallel, the reliability of the system exists only when at least one component is functional. The reliability of the system is the 1 minus the probability that all fail. In parallel components, all redundant units failure causes system failure. Thus, the addition of components in parallel increases the reliability of the subsystem. We may associate the multi-choice pattern as a parallel arrangement because the failure of a single component does not cause system failure. Reliability of components in parallel can be defined as follows:

Definition 2. Let \( C = \{C_1, C_2, ..., C_n\} \) be a number of components in parallel and \( R = \{R_1, R_2, ..., R_n\} \) be the reliability of each component, then the parallel component composition \( C \) will have reliability:

\[
R = 1 - \prod_{k=1}^{n} (1 - R_k)
\]

Based on the above definitions, it can be easily proven that when \( C \) is the composition of components \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) with reliability \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) respectively, then (a) if a serial composition \( C \) preserves the reliability property, both \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) will satisfy the reliability property and (b) if both \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) preserve the reliability property, the parallel composition \( C \) will also satisfy the reliability property. Let assume that a system with two placeholders in series provides the reliability property. Then as defined above both \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) should provide the reliability property given \( C = C_1 \cup C_2 \). If there is no atomic component to preserve the above reliability of \( C_1 \), then a parallel composition of \( C_1 \) and \( C_1 \); \( C_1 \cap C_2 \) could provide such property. The same procedure can be followed for \( C_2 \) as well. Based on such parallel composition, we are able to create a reliable composition of atomic components. The procedure of designing CPS with respect to reliability property is encoded as a pattern and it is presented in the next section.

IV. RELIABLE COMPONENT COMPOSITION PATTERNS

In order to design CPS with respect to S&D properties a pattern language should be defined. Design patterns can give solutions to problems by the use of formal proven properties. More specifically, the pattern should be able to define compositions of complex CPS to guarantee the required S&D property at design level. Based on these patterns a designer will be able to construct CPS architectures without the need to prove previously verified S&D properties. Reliable Component Composition Patterns (RCC) can be used for the discovery of component compositions with verified reliability properties. An RCC pattern specifies the order of component compositions constituting a primitive component orchestration (sequential or parallel compositions) and the data flows between them. It also specifies rules that dictate the properties that the constituent components must have. RCC
patterns are composed of: (a) an abstract workflow structure, defining the control structure and data flows of components, (b) the reliability property that the pattern guarantees and (c) the required reliability of compositions in order to guarantee (b). Based on the previously proven reliability property, we may define:

**Definition 3.** If a system \( H \) contains \( H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_n \) placeholders and \( R_r \) is the required reliability property for \( H, R_r \) can be guaranteed if the reliability property \( R \) of the system satisfies the condition \( R_r \leq R \).

More precisely, an RCC pattern is able to validate system reliability and in case that the property is not guaranteed, it adds or replaces current components with other atomic ones or compositions in order to guarantee system reliability. In Figure 2 the execution order of pattern is depicted. First, the pattern validates whether the serial composition satisfies the required reliability property. If this property is not satisfied, a component is added in parallel in order to increase individual component reliability. The procedure continues until the composition of all components guarantees the required property.

RCC patterns can be expressed as rules in Drools production system [4]. Drools rule engine supports backward and forward chaining inference by implementing and extending the Rete algorithm [27]. Drools production rules are stored in the production memory and are used to process data inserted in the working memory (Knowledge Base) as facts by pattern matching. Each rule consists of two parts: the "when" condition and the "then" actions. When the conditions of a rule in the Left Hand Side (LHS) are satisfied, then the rule is fired executing the actions as described in the Right Hand Side (RHS). In the RHS, facts can be inserted, updated or deleted in the knowledge base. RCC patterns encode compositions in Drools corresponding to the structure of the logical reliability arrangements. The main target of RCC patterns is to find suitable component compositions in order to guarantee the required reliability property. When system reliability does not satisfy the required reliability property, the pattern will have to substitute or add new atomic components able to guarantee the required reliability property. If a component with the required reliability does not exist in the knowledge base, a component composition shall be created.

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Reliability Rules for Component Compositions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;Serial Reliable Component Composition Rule&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>when</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$C_1 := \text{Component}($v_1 := \text{input}, $v_2 := \text{output}, _R_1 := _r_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$C_2 := \text{Component}($v_2 := \text{input}, _v_3 := \text{output}, _R_2 := _r_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$SP := \text{Property}(\text{type} = &quot;\text{Reliability}'$, _r := _r, _R := _R_1 _R_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>insert( \text{new Component}($v_1, v_3, _R_1 _R_2, _r_1 _r_2$, &quot;\text{reliable}&quot;);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>if ($v_1.\text{type} = &quot;\text{source}&quot; &amp; &amp; v_3.\text{type} = &quot;\text{sink}&quot;){</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>retract(SP);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13 rule &quot;Parallel Reliable Component Composition Rule&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>when</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$C_1 := \text{Component}($v_1 := \text{input}, v_2 := \text{output}, _R_1 := _r_1)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>$C_2 := \text{Component}($v_1 := \text{input}, v_2 := \text{output}, _R_2 := _r_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>$SP := \text{Property}(\text{type} = &quot;\text{Reliability}'$, _r := _r, _R := _R_1 _R_2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>insert( \text{new Component}($v_1, v_2, _R_1 _R_2, _r_1 _r_2$, &quot;\text{reliable}&quot;);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We may consider two components \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) having as source inputs \( I_1, I_2 \), sink outputs \( O_1, O_2 \) and reliability \( R_1, R_2 \). The composition of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) will be described as a new component \( C \) with reliability \( R \) based on the components’ arrangement. For the component composition in series, the control flow describes the serial arrangement of the components \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). The data flow defines that for the \( C_1 \) the output \( O_1 \) should be the input of \( C_2 \). The composition \( C \) will have as an input the \( I = I_1 \) and as an output the \( O = O_2 \). In addition, the reliability property guaranteed by a serial component composition is equal to \( R = R_1 \cdot R_2 \). Therefore, the guaranteed reliability property \( R \) should satisfy the required reliability property \( R_r \leq R \). The encoded pattern in Drools is depicted in Table I. The **Serial Reliable Component Composition Rule** of RCC pattern defines three processes of the pattern: the composition of the components, the validation and the guarantee concerning the reliability of the serial component composition. In the LHS, the rule searches for suitable components in which the output of \( C_1 \) will be the input of \( C_2 \) in order to define a serial composition lines 3-4. In line 5 the required reliability property is given. If the condition of \( R \leq R_1 \cdot R_2 \) is met, the rule enters in the RHS. In the RHS, the rule creates a new component \( C \) with the input of \( C_1 \) and the output of \( C_2 \), and as reliability the product of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) line 7. The chosen stamp **reliable** defines a reliable component composition. The new component \( C \) is inserted in the working memory. In line 8-10 the rule checks whether the input is the source and the output is the sink of the workflow. If the condition is met, the rule will retract the required property \( P \) indicating the end of the procedure because the pattern succeeds its goal. If not, the rule will be fired again based on the inserted component as a new fact. If the property is not satisfied then the components \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) should be replaced by a new component composition in parallel. The **Parallel Reliable Component Composition Rule** is then fired to find...
new components which guarantee the required property. The control flow of this rule defines the multi-choice selection of components \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \). The data flow of the component \( C_1 \) (line 15) which is in parallel with the \( C_2 \) (line 16) should have as input the \( I_1 = I_2 \) which is also the input for \( C_2 \) and as an output \( O_1 = O_2 \). The reliability property which should be guaranteed by a parallel component composition is equal to \( R \leq R_1 + R_2 - R_1 \cdot R_2 \) (line 17). If the condition is met, the parallel component composition \( C \) will be inserted in the working memory as a new component having as an input \( I_0 = I_1 = I_2 \), as an output \( O_0 = O_1 = O_2 \) and as reliability the \( R_1 + R_2 - R_1 \cdot R_2 \) (line 19).

RCC patterns for non-series-parallel and k-out-of-n logical arrangements can be expressed using this approach but they are not discussed due to space limitations. To extend our approach for complex systems including spanning tree component compositions, a depth-first search based on a graph theory approach can be used adequately. Especially for control flow analysis, a reverse postordering depth-first search can be used to produce natural linearisation of directed graphs.

V. APPLICATION OF RCC PATTERNS IN CPS: AN EXAMPLE

RCC patterns can be used for the design of reliable CPS. Component composition is applied in such a manner (a) to utilize specific functions and (b) to satisfy the reliability property of the system. Based on RCC patterns, we are able to design architectures for specific CPS applications. To evaluate the performance of RCC pattern, we define an application in which the pattern can be used satisfactorily. We may consider as an example, the design of a wireless sensor network attached to a physical architecture to send monitored data to a central controller through relay nodes and paths. The system reliability is related to the reliability of cyber and physical components and to the connectivity between these components. Failures or attacks on the wireless network consisting of wireless sensors may have as a result that possible anomalies in the CPS cannot be transmitted to the central controller.

A. Discussion

We consider as a source the location of a monitoring mechanism and as a sink the location of a central controller. The problem to be resolved regards the identification of the number and the location of relay sensors that should be installed in order to ensure a reliable CPS monitoring network. The solution includes the design of a reliable monitoring system, based on RCC patterns. The inputs of this application include the distance between source and sink, the transmission range of sensors, the reliability of the components and the required system reliability. The outputs include the number of sensors, their location and the number of paths and hops, in order to satisfy the required reliability property. The accuracy and the reliability of the monitoring mechanism depend on the reliability of the components which compose the system.

Let assume that the distance between the source and the sink is \( L \). The distance between two wireless nodes is related to the transmission range of the two nodes and it can be found from the Friis transmission equation [28]. If the maximum distance between two wireless sensors is \( d \), the minimum number of relay nodes can be calculated from \( P = L/d - 1 \). Based on this number, we may assign the placeholders of the system in where nodes should be installed in series. We may consider a deterministic approach for the connectivity between two sensors. If the distance between the two nodes is greater than the maximum distance \( d \) then the reliability of the wireless link is 0. On the other hand, if the distance is less or equal than \( d \), the link reliability is 1. This is an assumption to our approach because in reality the reliability of a wireless link is probabilistic in where other factors such as interference, path loss and propagation can influence the reliability of the connectivity. This is an interesting topic for research but it is out of the scope of this paper.

![Image](image-url)

**Fig. 3.** Design phases of a sensor network with reliability (a) 96% (b) 98% (c) 99.9%

Back to our example, we may consider a system with \( P \) placeholders where in each placeholder a sensor should be installed. The reliability of the system will be equal to the composition of sensors in series: \( R = \prod_{k=1}^{P} R_k \). The RCC pattern is able to validate whether the reliability of the system satisfies the required reliability and if not it will add sensors in parallel in order to guarantee the required reliability. This will produce solutions concerning the number of sensors and their location. Let assume that a system includes 2 placeholders \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), the reliability of each sensor is 98% and the required reliability is 99%. The pattern will validate system reliability by placing two sensors \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) in series at placeholders. Calculating the reliability of the system it will give: \( R = R_1 \cdot R_2 = 0.98 \cdot 0.98 = 0.96 \) which is lower than the required reliability. Since the reliability is not guaranteed, the pattern will add an \( S_3 \) at placeholder \( P_1 \). A new validation occurs giving: \( R = (1 - (1 - R_1) \cdot (1 - R_3)) \cdot R_2 = 0.98. \) The reliability is close to 99% but even now the property is not satisfied. Therefore, the pattern will add a new sensor in placeholder \( P_2 \). Finally, the \( R = (1 - (1 - R_1) \cdot (1 - R_3) \cdot (1 - (1 - R_2) \cdot (1 - R_4)) = 0.999 \). The described procedure is depicted in Figure 3. This example shows the procedure which is followed for designing a reliable system containing 2 placeholders. However, in case of multi-hops networks the solution is not so easily provided. RCC pattern is able to provide solutions for multi-hops networks as presented in the next subsection.


B. Implementation and Experimental Results

To give a proof of concept of our approach, we implement the described scenarios in the Eclipse Modeling Tool (4.4.1) with the JBoss Drools 6.2.0.CR3 extension. Each component is defined as a Java class corresponding to the components of the system. The previously described RCC pattern, as expressed in Drools rules, is used for constructing a reliable monitoring network consisting of wireless sensors. The number of placeholders is based on the distance between the source and the sink node and the wireless transmission range of each sensor. Let assume that each sensor has reliability factor 98% and transmission range 100m. As different factors of the experiments, we may consider the distance between the source and sink, which reflects the number of placeholders based on \( P = \frac{L}{d} - 1 \). The experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i7 with 8Gb RAM. The number of sensors, the execution times for different distances between source and sink of the described scenario are presented in Table II. As we can observe from the results, the execution time is increased as the number of distance is increased. In addition the number of sensors necessary for preserving the required reliability property is growing exponentially. The described pattern-based methodology can be extended to design more complex CPS architectures, such as cyclic compositions, by the addition of proven patterns as rules for different S&D properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance (metres)</th>
<th>Number of Placeholders</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
<th>Number of Sensors</th>
<th>Execution Time (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>99.2%</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.000</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.000</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.000</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>99.0%</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusions and Future Steps

In this work a pattern-based approach for designing reliable CPS is presented. The main idea of our approach is the design of CPS with respect to S&D properties. Our work includes a methodology on how to preserve a S&D property through a pattern, encoded as rule-based reasoning, for designing reliable architectures of complex CPS. Reliable Component Composition patterns have been defined to describe the order of the execution and the data flow between placeholders, to validate reliability of the compositions and to guarantee system reliability. To evaluate our proposed scheme, RCC patterns were used in order to design a reliable monitoring mechanism consisting of a wireless sensor network. Our future steps include the extension of our approach to cover other S&D properties which are also critical for the design of complex CPS. This pattern-based language will be used for the development of a framework, covering not only horizontally layered designs but also vertical ones for the design of CPS systems preserving required S&D properties.
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